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A Broad-Coverage, Representationally Minimalist LFG Parser:
Chunks and F-Structures Are Enough
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A major reason why LFG employs c-structure is because it is context-free. According to Tree-Adjoining
Grammar (TAG), the only context-sensitive operation that is needed to express natural language is
Adjoining, from which LFG functional uncertainty has been shown to follow. Functional uncertainty,
which is expressed on the level of f-structure, would then be the only extension needed to an otherwise
context-free processing of natural language. We suggest that if f-structures can be derived
context-freely, full-ﬂedged c-structures are not strictly needed in LFG, and that chunks and
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combine a projection of f-structures from chunks  model with statistical techniques and present a parser
that outputs LFG f-structure like representations. The  parser is representationally minimal,
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context-sensitive constructions by treating the vast majority of long-distance dependencies by
approximation with ﬁnite-state patterns, by post-processing, and by LFG functional uncertainty.
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Abstract
Amajor reason why LFG employs c-structure is because it is context-free. According to Tree-Adjoining
Grammar (TAG), the only context-sensitive operation that is needed to express natural language is Adjoin-
ing, from which LFG functional uncertainty has been shown to follow. Functional uncertainty, which is
expressed on the level of f-structure, would then be the only extension needed to an otherwise context-free
processing of natural language. We suggest that if f-structures can be derived context-freely, full-fledged
c-structures are not strictly needed in LFG, and that chunks and dependencies may be sufficient for a formal
grammar theory. In order to substantiate this claim, we combine a projection of f-structures from chunks
model with statistical techniques and present a parser that outputs LFG f-structure like representations. The
parser is representationally minimal, deep-linguistic, robust, and fast, and has been evaluated and applied.
The parser addresses context-sensitive constructions by treating the vast majority of long-distance depen-
dencies by approximation with finite-state patterns, by post-processing, and by LFG functional uncertainty.
1 Introduction
In this paper we argue that full-flegded c-structures can be obviated for the syntactic analysis of natural lan-
guage. We present and evaluate a broad-coverage statistical parser, Pro3Gres, that substantiates this claim. By
reducing grammar complexity (Frank, 2002; Frank, 2004), by reducing parsing complexity to mostly context-
free parsing and finite-state based chunking (Cahill et al., 2004; Schneider, 2003; Schneider, 2004), by bridging
the gap between language engineering and formal grammar (Kaplan et al., 2004) by aiming for a representa-
tionally minimal theory (Jurafsky, 1996) we argue that chunks and dependencies (Abney, 1995; Frank, 2003)
may be sufficient for a gormal grammar theory.
Two major factors that make broad-coverage parsing hard are (1) long-distance dependencies, as they break
c-structure context-freeness, and (2) natural language ambiguity, which leads to immense search spaces during
the parsing operation. We discuss long-distance dependencies in section 2 and ambiguity resolution in section
3.
1.1 Long-distance Dependencies
Long-distance dependencies as f-structure level mechanism The original LFG treatment of long-distance
dependencies (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982) used empty c-structure constituents, traces. For example, the relation
between the DP node dominating what and the DP node dominating its trace t ensures that the wh-phrase what
is both the FOCUS and OBJ of the sentence:
c-structure: CPXX
DPt
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Subsequently, Kaplan and Zaenen (1989) proposed that long-distance dependencies are best expressed in
functional and not phrasal terms. Functional uncertainty expresses long-distance dependency on the level of
f-structure and obviates the need for trace-like devices in the theory of grammar, which has been described
as descriptively more adequate and theoretically less redundant (Dalrymple, Kaplan, and King, 2001). A rule
like the one in example 1 establishes two roles for the NP daughter of CP: it is the FOCUS, and it plays the
grammatical role defined by the functional uncertainty path COMP* OBJ:
(1)
CP −→ DP C’
(↑ FOCUS) = ↓ ↑ = ↓
(↑ COMP* OBJ) = ↓
Constituency and Dependency Considerations of theoretical redundancy and linguistic accuracy can also
give rise to questions concerning the necessity for c-structure. The grammar theory of Dependency Grammar
(DG) is based on functional, grammar role dependencies in the spirit of LFG f-structure. Bröker, Hahn, and
Schacht (1994) refers to DG as an LFG that only knows f-structure. Tesnière (1959)’s original DG concept aims
at being a proto-semantic, monostratal, language-independent theory rather than merely a syntactic theory. In
LFG terms, he challenged the need for c-structure. His view is to parse surface text (ordre linéaire) directly to f-
structure (ordre structurale) in which word order plays no primary role, but may of course help disambiguate as
a secondary role, for example by preferring projectivity. A theory that does not constrain dependency directions
and allows non-projectivity (which is equivalent to using structure-sharing or movement) can express the same
structures as constituency (Covington, 1994; Miller, 1999).
Discussions on headedness (Zwicky, 1985; Hudson, 1987), the prevalence of Chomskyan configurational-
ism and the desire to distinguish between different levels of analysis led to multistratal versions of DG (Mel’cˇuk,
1988) on the one hand, and influenced important DG based formal grammars, notably LFG and HPSG, on the
other hand. LFG is an answer to the question of whether constituency or dependency should be exclusive
– by respecting both: on the one hand the constituency-based context-free c-structure, on the other hand a
non-configurational f-structure which expresses functional dependencies between constituents.
Parsing Complexity Dependency Grammar in its original conception allows non-projectivity which makes it
computationally hard to process. Parsing algorithms able to treat completely unrestricted long-distance depen-
dencies are NP-complete (Neuhaus and Bröker, 1997). In order to make broad-coverage DG parsing tractable,
context-sensitivity needs to be maximally restricted. We discuss in section 2 how this can be done by us-
ing finite-state long-distance dependency approximations and functional uncertainty. Completely context-free
traceless parsing only requires parsing algorithms with O(n3) complexity (Eisner, 1997), for example CYK
(Younger, 1967). From a language-engineering perspective, context-freeness is a major appeal of c-structure.
LFG constrains context-sensitivity by using a context-free c-structure backbone and then mapping to non-
configurational f-structure. We follow arguments from Tree-Adjoining Grammar (TAG) (Joshi, 1985) to show
that functional uncertainty is the only context-sensitive device needed to achieve the expressiveness exhibited
by natural language. LFG functional uncertainty has been shown to follow as a corollary from TAG Adjoining
(Joshi and Vijay-Shanker, 1989).
Context-free parsing was already recognised as potential candidate for broad-coverage application. When
coupled with a probabilistic disambiguation, it turned out to be very successful (Collins, 1999; Charniak, 2000).
But these parsers typically produce context-free data as output, trees that do not express long-distance depen-
dencies. Although grammatical function and empty node annotation expressing long-distance dependencies
are provided in Treebanks such as the Penn Treebank (Marcus, Santorini, and Marcinkiewicz, 1993), these
probabilistic Treebank trained parsers fully or largely ignore them (Collins (1999) Model 2 uses some of the
functional labels, and Model 3 some long-distance dependencies). This entails two problems: first, the training
cannot profit from valuable annotation data. Second, the extraction of long-distance dependencies (LDD) and
the mapping to shallow semantic representations is not always possible from the output of these parsers. This
limitation is aggravated by a lack of co-indexation information and parsing errors across an LDD.
Typical formal grammar parser complexity is much higher than the O(n3) for context-free grammar. The
complexity of some formal grammars is still unknown. For Tree-Adjoining Grammars (TAG) it is O(n7) or
O(n8) depending on the implementation (Eisner, 2000). Sarkar, Xia, and Joshi (2000) state that the theoretical
bound of worst time complexity for Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) parsing is exponential.
From a language engineering perspective, deep-linguistic formal grammars as a whole proved computationally
too costly until recently; research thus successfully focused on finite-state based approaches such as chunking or
cascaded shallow parsing. Abney (1995) suggests a chunks & dependency model, but his chunks and cascaded
parsing model (Abney, 1996) proved more successful.
We discuss in section 2 that most LDDs can be be expressed in a context-free way (Schneider, 2003), and
the remaining ones, if we follow TAG argumentation, by functional uncertainty. The vast majority of traces in
the Penn Treebank can be treated as local dependencies by (1) using and modeling dedicated finite-state patterns
across several levels of constituency subtrees partly leading to dedicated but fully local dependency syntactic
relations and by (2) lexicalized post-processing rules. We also discuss that (3) some non-local dependencies
are artifacts of configurational grammatical representations. The remaining long-distance dependencies can (4)
be modelled with mild context-sensitivity by LFG functional uncertainty.
1.2 Ambiguity resolution
AProbabilistic Beam Search Approach Many approaches including ours profit from statistical data to prune
unlikely partial analyses at parse-time, for example with a beam search. Parser performance decreases only
marginally while time behaviour improves by at least an order of magnitude if reasonable pruning is used
(Brants and Crocker, 2000) and allows us to explain psycholinguistic phenomena (Jurafsky, 1996; Crocker and
Brants, 2000). A beam search approach also closes the gap between deterministic parsing (Nivre, 2004) and
full parsing. Section 3 introduces our probability model and compares it to (Collins, 1999).
Shallow Chunking and F-Structure Parsing Some approaches (Kaplan et al., 2004; Schneider, 2004) in-
clude POS tagging preprocessing to reduce parsing ambiguity. Some systems include chunking preprocessing
(Schneider, 2004) as is often used in probabilistic context-free parsing (Collins, 1999). The parser stays as
shallow as is possible for each task, using finite-state based techniques for base phrase recognition. Parsing
only takes place between the chunks of heads. Such chunks & dependency models can be attributed to Abney
(1995). A chunk largely corresponds to a nucleus (Tesnière, 1959).
1.3 Related approaches
Recently, thanks to advances in exploiting and integrating statistics, the first deep-linguistic formal grammar
based parsers have achieved the coverage and robustness needed to parse large corpora: Riezler et al. (2002)
show how a hand-crafted LFG grammar can scale to the Penn Treebank with Maximum Entropy probability
models. Hockenmaier and Steedman (2002) acquire a wide-coverage CCG grammar from the Penn Treebank
automatically, Burke et al. (2004) an LFG grammar. Miyao, Ninomiya, and Tsujii (2004) semi-automatically
acquire a broad-coverage HPSG grammar from the Penn Treebank and describe its efficiency (Tsuruoka and
Tsujii, 2004).
Kaplan et al. (2004) compare speed and accuracy of a successful probabilistic context-free parser (Collins,
1999) to a robust LFG system based on (Riezler et al., 2002). They show that the gap between probabilistic
context-free parsing and deep-linguistic full LFG parsing can be closed. On a random test set of 560 sentences
from the Penn Treebank (4/5th of the PARC700 corpus1) their full LFG grammar gives an overall improvement
in F-score of 5% over (Collins, 1999) at a parsing time cost factor of 5. They also show that a limited LFG
grammar (so called core system) still achieves a considerably higher f-score at a parsing time cost factor of only
1.5: about 200 seconds for Collins (1999) and about 300 seconds for the LFG core system. A conclusion that
can be drawn from their and our results is that research in simplifying, restricting and limiting formal grammar
expressiveness is bridging the gap between between probabilistic parsing and formal grammar-based parsing.
Another important reason why deep-linguistic formal grammar parsing has become feasible and relatively
fast is because long-distance dependencies are being approximated by deterministic or context-free approaches.
Johnson (2002) shows that simple pattern-based approaches to obtaining LDDs from context-free probabilistic
1www2.parc.com/istl/groups/nltt/fsbank/
Figure 1: Pro3Gres flowchart
Relation Label Example Relation Label Example
verb–subject subj he sleeps verb–prep. phrase pobj slept in bed
verb–first object obj sees it noun–prep. phrase modpp draft of paper
verb–second object obj2 gave (her) kisses noun–participle modpart report written
verb–adjunct adj ate yesterday verb–complementizer compl to eat apples
verb–subord. clause sentobj saw (they) came noun–preposition prep to the house
Table 1: The most important dependency types used by the parser
parsers such as Collins (1999) are not successful. Jijkoun (2003) has used similar patterns, but containing LDD
information, on the Penn Treebank in order to convert it to a Dependency format. We use a similar approach,
assigning dedicated dependency labels to dependencies involving LDDs and statistical post-processing so that
deep-linguistic parsing can mostly stay context-free (Schneider, 2003). Burke et al. (2004; Cahill et al. (2004)
use a similar approach in LFG.
Frank (2003) suggests a (albeit non-probabililistic) chunks & dependencies model for LFG. Chunks can
be freely combined subject to adjacecy and projectivity (contiguity) constraints, which leads to a context-free
parsing algorithm. Except for the added book-keeping functional annotations, her parsing algorithm is akin to
CYK, which we use.
1.4 Our Parser
We present Pro3Gres, a parser that has been implemented to substantiate our claims. It has a highly modular
architecture, shown in figure 1. It has been designed to keep search spaces and parsing complexity low while
only taking minimal linguistic compromises (Schneider, 2004) and to be robust for broad-coverage parsing
(Schneider, Dowdall, and Rinaldi, 2004). In order to keep parsing complexity as low as possible, aggressive
use of shallow techniques and of context-free parsing is made. For low-level syntactic tasks, we use the shallow
techniques of tagging and chunking, thus combining shallow and full parsing. We reduce the majority of
context-sensitive tasks to context-free tasks by the use of patterns that are deep-linguistic because they are non-
local, but shallow because they are fixed. For the few remaining context-sensitive tasks, mild context-sensitivity
is sufficient.
We report evaluations of Pro3Gres on the 500 sentence Carroll corpus (Carroll, Minnen, and Briscoe, 1999).
Special attention is given to long-distance dependencies and a linguistic analysis of errors. Comparisons to other
parsers show that its performance is competitive.
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Figure 2: The extaction patterns for passive subjects (left) and subject control (right)
2 Long-distance dependencies
Treating long-distance dependencies is very costly (Neuhaus and Bröker, 1997), as they are context-sensitive.
Most statistical Treebank trained parsers thus fully or largely ignore them. Johnson (2002) presents a pattern-
matching algorithm for post-processing the Treebank output of such parsers to add empty nodes expressing
long-distance dependencies to their parse trees. Encouraging results are reported for perfect parses, but perfor-
mance drops considerably when using parser output trees.
We have applied structural patterns to the Treebank, where like in perfect parses precision and recall are
high, and where in addition functional labels and empty nodes are available, so that patterns similar to Johnson’s
but relying on functional labels and empty nodes reach precision close to 100%. Unlike in Johnson, patterns
for local dependencies are also used; non-local patterns simply stretch across more subtree-levels. We use
the extracted lexical counts as lexical frequency training material. Every dependency relation has a group of
structural extraction patterns associated with it. This amounts to a partial mapping of the Penn Treebank to
Functional DG (Hajicˇ, 1998), similar to the mapping described in Jijkoun (2003). Table 1 gives an overview of
the most important dependencies.
The subj relation, for example, has the head of an arbitrarily nested NP with the functional tag SBJ as
dependent, and the head of an arbitrarily nested VP as head for all active verbs. In passive verbs, however,
a movement involving an empty constituent is assumed, which corresponds to the extraction pattern in figure
2 (left), where VP@ is an arbitrarily nested VP, and NP-SBJ-X@ the arbitrarily nested surface subject and X
the co-indexed, moved element. Representing passive as movement, however, does not suggest long-distance
movement. A close investigation confirms that passive movement is fixed, always local to a verbal domain,
inside one clause. It can thus be represented by a single, local dependency.
Similar local restrictions can be formulated for other relations involving empty nodes in the Treebank, for
example control structures, which have the extraction pattern shown in figure 2 (right), which are across two
(possibly cascaded) clauses.
Grammatical role labels, empty node labels and tree configurations spanning several local subtrees are
used as an integral part of some of the patterns. This leads to flatter trees, as typical for DG, which has the
advantages that it helps to alleviate sparse data by mapping several nested structures that express the same
dependency relation onto one dependency, that fewer decisions are needed at parse-time, which may reduce
complexity and the risk of errors (Johnson, 2002), and that the costly overhead for dealing with unbounded
dependencies can be largely avoided.
Let us consider the quantitative coverage of these patterns in detail. The ten most frequent types of empty
nodes cover more than 60,000 of the approximately 64,000 empty nodes of sections 2-21 of the Penn Treebank.
Table 2, reproduced from Johnson (2002) [line numbers and counts from the whole Treebank added], gives an
overview.
Empty units, empty complementizers and empty relative pronouns [lines 4,5,9,10] pose no problem for
DG as they are optional, non-head material. For example, a complementizer is an optional dependent of the
subordinated verb.
Moved clauses [line 6] are mostly PPs or clausal complements of verbs of utterance. Only verbs of utterance
Antecedent POS Label Count Description Example
1 NP NP * 22,734 NP trace Sam was seen *
2 NP * 12,172 NP PRO * to sleep is nice
3 WHNP NP *T* 10,659 WH trace the woman who you saw *T*
(4) *U* 9,202 Empty units $ 25 *U*
(5) 0 7,057 Empty complementizers Sam said 0 Sasha snores
(6) S S *T* 5,035 Moved clauses Sam had to go, Sasha said *T*
7 WHADVP ADVP *T* 3,181 WH-trace Sam explained how to leave *T*
(8) SBAR 2,513 Empty clauses Sam had to go, said Sasha (SBAR)
(9) WHNP 0 2,139 Empty relative pronouns the woman 0 we saw
(10) WHADVP 0 726 Empty relative pronouns the reason 0 to leave
Table 2: The distribution of the 10 most frequent types of empty node and their antecedents in the Penn Tree-
bank (adapted from Johnson2002). Bracketted lines designate long-distance dependencies that are local in
DG
Type Count prob-modeled Treatment
passive subject 6,803 YES local relation
indexed gerund 4,430 NO Tesnière translation
control, raise, semi-aux 6,020 YES post-parsing processing
others / not covered 5,481
TOTAL 22,734
Table 3: Coverage of the patterns for the most frequent NP traces [row 1]
allow subject-verb inversion in affirmative clauses [line 8]. In a dependency framework, none of them involve
non-local dependencies or empty nodes, [line 6] and [line 8] are covered by rules that allow an inversion of the
dependency direction under well-defined conditions.
NP Traces A closer look at NP traces ([line 1] of table 2) reveals that the majority of them are recognized by
the grammar, and except for the indexed gerunds, they participate in the probability model. In control, raising
and semi-auxiliary constructions, the non-surface semantic arguments, i.e. the subject-verb relation in the
subordinate clause, are created based on lexical probabilities at the post-parsing stage, where minimal predicate-
argument structures are output. In LFG terms, the probabilistic information on how likely a subordinate verb is
to subcategorize for a control subject or object if they are unrealized is furnished by the matrix verb.
Unlike in control, raising and semi-auxiliary constructions, the antecedent of an indexed gerund cannot be
established easily. The parser does not try to decide whether the target gerund is an indexed or non-indexed
gerund nor does it try to find the identity of the lacking participant in the latter case. This is an important reason
why recall values for the subject and object relations are lower than the precision values.
NP PRO As for the 12,172 NP PRO [line 2] in the Treebank, 5,656 are recognized by the modpart pattern
(which covers reduced relative clauses), which means they are covered in the probability model. The dedicated
modpart relation typically expresses the object function for past participles and the subject function for present
participles.2 A further 3,095 are recognized as non-indexed gerunds. Infinitives and gerunds may act as subjects,
which are covered by translations (Tesnière, 1959), although these rules do not participate in the probability
model. Many of the structures that are not covered by the extraction patterns and the probability model are
still parsed correctly, for example adverbial clauses as unspecified subordinate clauses. Non-indexed adverbial
phrases of the verb account for 1,598 NP PRO, non-indexed adverbial phrases of the noun for 268. As the
NP is non-indexed, the identity of the lacking argument in the adverbial is unknown anyway, thus no semantic
information is lost.
2The possible functional ambiguity is not annotated in the Treebank, hence the reduced relative clause is an unindexed empty NP
WH Traces Only 113 of the 10,659 WHNP antecedents in the Penn Treebank [line 3] are actually question
pronouns. The vast majority, over 9,000, are relative pronouns. For them, an inversion of the direction of the
relation they have to the verb is allowed if the relative pronoun precedes the subject.
Only non-subject WH-question pronouns and support verbs need to be treated as “real” non-local depen-
dencies. In question sentences, before the main parsing is started, the support verb is attached to any lonely
participle chunk in the sentence, and the WH-pronoun pre-parses with any verb, as we discuss in the following
section.
2.1 Localising Long-Distance Dependencies
LDDs are traditionally grouped into two classes (see e.g. (Pollard and Sag, 1994, p. 157)). In the first class,
there is an overt constituent in a nonargument position that can be thought of as strongly associated with (or
filling) the gap or trace. An argument is fronted to a non-argument position. In this class we find topicalisations,
WH-questions and relative clauses. In the second class there is no overt filler in a nonargument position, instead
there is a constituent in an argument position that is interpreted as coreferential with the trace. Functionally
speaking, a constituent that is realized once appears more than once as a semantic argument of a predicate. In
the second class we find control and raising and it-cleft constructions.
For the second class, context-free parsing is sufficient, because the coreference of the argument positions is
resolved at the post-processing stage by means of a statistical method. For control and raising, if a subordinate
clause is subjectless and is in the infinitive, a decision based on the lexical probability of the superordinate
verb or adjective to introduce subject or object control constructs a coreference. Parsing can stay context-
free because there is no dependence between syntactic ambiguity and control or relative clause antecedent
resolution.
We have discussed that most LDDs of the first class, with the notable exception of non-subject WH ques-
tions, can be treated locally in Dependency Grammar. We now discuss the mild context-sensitive approach that
Tree-Adjoining Grammar (Joshi, 1985) uses for such WH questions. It has been suggested that mild context-
sensitivity is expressive enough for natural language processing (Frank, 2002).
2.1.1 TAG Adjoining and mild context-sensitivity
The TAG formalism (Joshi, 1985; Joshi and Kroch, 1985) has developed a mathematically restrictive formula-
tion of phrase structure grammar. In contrast to the string-rewriting systems of the Chomsky hierarchy, TAG
is a system of tree-rewriting. Structural representations are built up from pieces of phrase structure, so-called
elementary trees, which are taken as atomic. These trees can be combined by using one of two operations:
Substitution and Adjoining.
Substitution Substitution involves the rewriting of a non-terminal node at the frontier of one elementary
tree as another elementary tree with the requirement that the rewritten node must have the same label as as the
root of the elementary tree that rewrites it. Substitution can be understood as a traditional rewriting operation.
Substitution accomplishes effects similar to those of the Merge operation form (Chomsky, 1995): it inserts
XPs into the argument positions of syntactic predicates. Crucially, it is a context-free operation: context-free
elementary trees combined by substitution only yield context-free structures. An example of Substitution is in
fig. 3
Elementary trees are context-free by definition. “Every syntactic dependency is expressed locally within a
single elementary tree” (Frank, 2002, p. 22)
Adjoining The Adjoining operation rewrites a non-terminal node anywhere within an elementary tree as
another elementary tree. Unlike substitution, which rewrites or expands trees only along the frontier, Adjoining
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Figure 4: An example of the Adjoining operation. The foot node is boxed
uses a special class of recursive trees, so-called auxiliary trees. The root of an auxiliary tree is labeled identically
to some node along its frontier, the foot node.
Given an auxiliary treeAwith foot nodeX , Adjoining rewrites asA a nodeN that that is labeled asX in an
elementary tree T , and attaches the node that was underN in T at the foot node of the auxiliary tree. Adjoining
thus works by rewriting some node of an elementary tree as a recursive piece of structure (the auxiliary tree). An
example is in figure 4. Trees that have undergone Adjoining can be subject to subsequent Adjoining operations.
Adjoining on the one hand makes Chomsky adjunction possible. In this case, the recursion of the foot node
in the auxiliary tree is across one level only, the recursive nodes are immediate mothers/daughters of each other,
as in 4. On the other hand, TAG also allows the use of auxiliary trees in which the recursion stretches across
several nodes. In this fashion, auxiliary trees that contain terminal nodes between the two recursive nodes can
be inserted into elementary trees and thus stretch out local dependencies. An example is in figure 5.
TAG treats this sentence as follows: First, the dependency between the WH-element and its base position
is established locally, within a single elmentary tree, according to TAG principles. The effect of dislocating
the WH-element into a higher clause is accomplished by means of Adjoining in fig. 5. Further embedding of
instances can be derived analogously by further Adjoining operations.
Such stretching by Adjoining with recursive auxiliary trees is the one and only way in which context-
sensitive constructions can be generated in TAG. This fact is known as the nonlocal dependency corollary:
“Nonlocal dependencies always reduce to local ones once recursive structure is factored out.” (Frank, 2002, p.
27). Current research in TAG reveals that the severely restricted type of context-sensitivity generated by Ad-
joining, so-called mild context-sensitivity, accurately characterizes the non-locality present in natural language
(Frank, 2002).
2.1.2 The Nature of Elementary and Auxiliary Trees
While the basic operations over elementary and auxiliary trees have been outlined now, nothing has been said
about the nature of these trees. We will follow Frank (2004) and “assume that elementary trees are built around
a single lexical element, that is, a semantically contentful word like a noun, verb or adjective” (Frank, 2004, p.
11).
This means that elementary trees are similar to DG nuclei or chunks (if we allowed attributive adjectives to
be part of elementary trees). Elementary trees are assumed to provide argument slots and are closely related to
predicate-argument structure:
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Figure 5: Adjoining for WH-questions. The deep recursion of the auxiliary trees introduces mild context-
sensitivity. The foot node is boxed.
A great deal of work in syntactic theory has assigned a privileged status to the syntactic analogue
of predicate argument structure. Such a domain, which we call a thematic domain, consists of
a single lexical predicate along with the structural context in which it takes its arguments. This
notion takes a variety of forms and names, but the same idea seems to underlie kernel sentences in
Harris (1957) and Chomsky (1955; Chomsky (1957), cyclic domains in Chomsky (1965), strata in
Relational Grammar (Perlmutter, 1983), f-structure nuclei in LFG (Bresnan, 1982) and governing
categories in Government-Binding Theory (Chomsky, 1981). (Frank, 2002, p. 38)
DG parses directly for a predicate argument structure and DG structures have been described as the f-
structure part of LFG (Bröker, Hahn, and Schacht, 1994). DG and TAG thus take a very similar stance on the
inherent aims and structures of syntactic theory. Following work by Grimshaw (1991), elementary trees are
assumed to include extended projections. “Grimshaw (1991) characterizes the linkage between between lexical
and functional projections via a notion she labels extended projection. In essence, the extended projection of a
lexical head includes the projections of all those functional heads that embed it (up through but not including
the next lexical head).” (Frank, 2002, p. 43). Auxiliary trees are defined as elementary trees that show the
recursive characteristics described.
TAG uses transformations to generate elementary trees. Grimshaw (1991) and Frank (2002) discuss that
in head-movement the base position and the ultimate landing site lie within a single extended projection. This
entails that head-movement generally is not unbounded. We have discussed in 2.1 for English how finite-state
patterns can be used to cover them. Elementary trees, which include extended projections, are much larger than
the production rules that are used in phrase-structure (PSG) frameworks. Therefore, many dependencies (for
example head-movement) that stretch across more than a mother-daughter node relation and are thus non-local
for PSG remain local in TAG, as they only involve a single elementary tree. The extended projections of a TAG
elementary tree (Grimshaw, 1991) are also called extended domain of locality (EDOL) (Carroll et al., 1999).
Much of the reduction in TAG grammar complexity is owed to EDOL. Features do not need to be percolated,
ROOT the man eats apples with a fork
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Figure 6: A DG representation and a principled conversion of DG to X-bar representation
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Figure 7: A DG to TAG tree mapped representation. DG relation labels are in square brackets.
and parsing algorithms of lower complexity can be applied. EDOL has a practical benefit for broad-coverage
parsing, reducing search spaces and the number of unifications needed in a unification-based grammar.
2.1.3 TAG Adjoining in DG
DG shares EDOL with TAG, because it only knows content word projections (nuclei). At the same time,
because DG grammar rules are binary, grammar size, which is a parameter in parsing complexity, stays low.
In LFG f-structure, HPSG and Functional DG, where functional projections appear below the content-word
head as what HPSG has termed markers, the elementary tree of a word W that falls into a content word class
and the maximal projection of W coincide. All bar-levels are isomorphic to the head word W in DG (Miller,
1999). The important difference between W s at different bar-levels is that they have attached more or less
dependents. Different projections of W can be seen as different stages of derivation. A possible conversion
from DG to X-bar for example distinguishes between a projection or derivation state of V with all dependents
except subject attached (V’, internal arguments), and a projection or derivation state of V with all dependents
attached (V”, including the external argument). Such a conversion, and the equivalence of DG and X-bar is
described in (Covington, 1994) and illustrated in fig. 6. A DG to TAG tree mapped representation following
from that is shown in fig. 7. Unlike in TAG, the equivalent of elementary trees are also constructed without
transformations in DG. The verb has local access to the fronted object in the elementary tree, i.e. in a non-
embedded WH-question, just like in LFG f-structure, where all arguments appear flat under the verb predicate.
Because functional words are attached as markers, all DG equivalents of functional projections (the com-
bination of a head word and a function word) are also all projections of the head word. The only possible foot
node N in DG is therefore a projection W of the head word W . Adjoining inserts a recursive structure at
some projection N which is called the foot node. The head of the inserted structure is N , and the part of the
elementary tree that appeared below N occurs below the recursive N . Since the foot node N of the inserted
auxiliary tree appears above the N of the original elementary tree, Adjunction inserts new governors into an
existing structure and thus breaks the context-freeness. In a nutshell, the DG difference between Substitution
and Adjoining is: Substitution inserts dependents, Adjoining inserts governors.
In DG, Adjoining inserts an auxiliary tree into some projection or derivation stage of W . Adjoining to
maximal projections (in which all dependents are attached) is pointless, because then Adjoining A to B is
equivalent to Substituting B to A. The point is that the auxiliary tree is inserted at a derivation stage in which
not all dependents have been attached, at a partial projection.
While in the example of 6 derivation order coincides with the internal/external argument ordering, that may
not necessarily be so. If a standard CYK algorithm is employed for
(2) Who did you see ?
ROOT Who did you see
W
SENT

Subj

Q-marker

Obj
the subject is attached before the object, as can be seen in fig. 7. At the stage where all dependents except for
the object are attached, Adjoining can occur.
(3) Who did you see ?
did you sayX

Subj

Q-marker
+ ROOT WhoA that Mary sawB

Subj

compl/rel

Obj
W
SENT
=
ROOT WhoA did you sayX

Subj

Q-marker
that Mary sawB

Subj

compl/rel

Obj
W
SENT
W
sentobj=R
Adjoining can be described as follows in Functional DG: Given a local relation (of a type falling inside a
TAG elementary tree, hence non-clausal) from B to A, if there is a maximal projection equivalent to a TAG
auxiliary tree X , and if there can be a relation (or a relation chain) from X to both A and B such that
• the relation type R from X to B is across elementary trees, hence clausal,
• the possible relation from X to A would be of the same type as the one from B to A
• the governor of B is also licenced to be governor of X , and has the same relation type
then X can adjoin into the structure formed by A and B. Adjoining inserts X between A and B, constructs a
relationR fromX toB, and the governor ofB becomes the governor ofX – this is the mildly context-sensitive
relation. As a result, the possible surface relation from X to A remains unrealized, delegated to the head of a
lower clause (Nivre and Nilsson, 2005).
If we apply the principled conversion suggested in Covington (1994) for the conversion between a labelled
DG relation and a constituent tree we can conclude that if every projective DG relation corresponds to a TAG
elementary tree and every trigger for a non-projective DG relation corresponds to a TAG auxiliary tree, then
DG and TAG are equivalent.
2.1.4 TAG Adjoining in LFG
LFG uses functional uncertainty for mild context-sensitivity (Kaplan and Zaenen, 1989; Dalrymple, Kaplan,
and King, 2001). Functional uncertainty allows LDDs to extend across an unlimited, recursive path. Subordi-
nate clauses appear as a COMP or XCOMP (the latter for control) dependent in f-structure, hence the recursion,
expressed by the Kleene star, is COMP* or XCOMP*, but this is equivalent to TAG recursion on C-bar or DG
recursion on V.
Modelling the recursion on the functional level, as in LFG or the suggested DG approach leads to a repre-
sentationally minimal theory (Jurafsky, 1996).
2.1.5 Implementation
An implementation for the treatment of such embedded WH-dependencies exists in Pro3Gres. TAG Adjoining
recursively inserts local trees into the middle of other trees. Due to this characteristic, only LDDs from the
beginning of one elementary tree to the end of the originally same (elementary) tree can be generated.
In non-subject WH-questions, the WH-pronoun appears at the front of the sentence rather than in its usual
post-verbal position. The implemented approach is based on pre-parsing: in WH-pronoun question sentences,
before the main parsing is started, the WH-pronoun pre-parses with each verb, which may constitute the end of
the originally same (elementary) tree.
We have thus implemented a simple version of TAG Adjoining or equivalently LFG functional uncertainty
by using mild context-sensitivity in order to fulfill the goal of reducing grammatical complexity and expres-
siveness.
3 Probability Model
Pro3Gres is a probabilistic parser that parses between heads of chunks and thus profits from a combination of
finite-state techniques and parsing. The chunks & dependencies model has been suggested by (Abney, 1995).
It is described as psycholinguistically adequate (Crocker and Corley, 2002), especially when combined with a
statistical model by (Jurafsky, 1996). (Frank, 2003) presents a (albeit non-probabilistic) chunks & dependencies
model for LFG. Chunks can be freely combined subject to adjacency and projectivity (contiguity) constraints,
which leads to a context-free parsing algorithm. Except for the added book-keeping functional annotations, her
parsing algorithm is akin to CYK, which we use. Unlike (Frank, 2003), Pro3Gres is probabilistic. This is an
important asset for a robust, broad-coverage and practically applicable parser. The statistical model that we
suggest cannot be said to be probabilistic in the sense that it captures the probability of generating a sentence
(Charniak, 1996; Collins, 1999), but rests on the psycholinguistically adequate assumption that parsing is a
decision process. The probabilities of possible decisions at an ambiguous point in the derivation are assumed
to add up to 1 (Crocker and Brants, 2000). In this sense, its probability estimation is closer to discriminative
models (Johnson, 2001).
We will explain Pro3Gres’ main probability model by way of comparing it to (Collins, 1996). Both Collins
(1996) and Pro3Gres are mainly dependency-based statistical parsers parsing over heads of chunks, a close
relation can therefore be expected. The Collins (1996) MLE and the main Pro3Gres MLE can be juxtaposed as
follows:
(4) Collins (1996) MLE estimation: P (R|〈a, atag〉, 〈b, btag〉, dist) ∼= #(R,〈a,atag〉,〈b,btag〉,dist)#(〈a,atag〉,〈b,btag〉,dist)
(5) Main Pro3Gres MLE estimation: P (R, dist|a, b) ∼= p(R|a, b) · p(dist|R) ∼= #(R,a,b)#(a,b) · #(R,dist)#R
The following differences are observed:
• Pro3Gres does not use tag information. The first reason for this is because the licensing, hand-written
grammar is based on Penn tags.
• The second reason for not using tag information is because Pro3Gres backs off to semantic WordNet
classes (Fellbaum, 1998) which has the advantage that it is more fine-grained3.
• Pro3Gres uses real distances, measured in chunks, instead of a vector of features. While the type of
relation R is lexicalized, i.e. conditioned on the lexical items, the distance is assumed to be dependent
only on R. This is based on the observation that some relations typically have very short distances (e.g.
verb-object), others can be quite long (e.g. Verb-PP attachment). This observation greatly reduces the
sparse data problem. (Chung and Rim, 2003) have made similar observations for Korean.
• The co-occurrence count in the MLE denominator is not the sentence-context, but the sum of competing
relations. For example, the object and the adjunct relation are in competition, as they are licensed by
the same tag sequence (V B∗NN∗). Pro3Gres models attachment probabilities as decision probabilities,
which is in accordance with the view that parsing is a decision process.
• Relations (R) have a Functional Dependency Grammar definition, including long-distance dependencies.
4 Evaluation
In traditional constituency approaches, parser evaluation is done in terms of the correspondence of the bracket-
ting between the gold standard and the parser output. Lin (1995) suggested evaluating on the linguistically more
meaningful level of syntactic relations. For the current evaluation, a hand-compiled gold standard following
this suggestion is used (Carroll, Minnen, and Briscoe, 1999). It contains the grammatical relation data of 500
sentences from the Susanne corpus4.
Percentage Values for
Subject Object noun-PP verb-PP
Precision 91 89 73 74
Recall 81 83 67 83
Comparison to Lin (on the whole Susanne corpus)
Subject Object PP-attachment
Precision 89 88 78
Recall 78 72 72
Comparison to Buchholz (Buchholz, 2002), according to Preiss
Subject Object
Precision 86 88
Recall 73 77
Comparison to Charniak (Charniak, 2000), according to Preiss
Subject Object
Precision 82 84
Recall 70 76
Table 4: Results of evaluating the parser output on subject, object and PP-attachment relations and a partial
comparison
3For the semantic backoff of verbs, a version in which verbs use a Levin class (Levin, 1993) backoff has been tested. But Wordnet
backoff performs better, possibly due to the fact that Levin coverage is lower
4The 500 sentences are a random sample of all those sentences from the Susanne corpus which their system was able to parse
RASP Pro3Gres
Relation Precision Recall Precision Recall
% % % # % #
ncmod 78 73 75.0 1590 of 2119 70.6 1690 of 2391
arg_mod 84 41 76.1 16 of 21 51.2 21 of 41
ncsubj 85 88 92.6 825 of 891 81.1 775 of 956
dobj 86 84 88.7 425 of 479 84.5 317 of 375
obj2 39 84 90.0 9 of 10 56.3 9 of 16
iobj 42 65 74.8 80 of 107 56.1 88 of 157
Table 5: Comparison of evaluation results to RASP
LDD relations results for
WH-Subject Precision 57/62 92%
WH-Subject Recall 45/50 90%
WH-Object Precision 6/10 60%
WH-Object Recall 6/7 86%
Anaphora of the rel. clause subject Precision 41/46 89%
Anaphora of the rel. clause subject Recall 40/63 63%
Passive subject Recall 132/160 83%
Precision for subject-control subjects 40/50 80%
Precision for object-control subjects 5/5 100%
Precision ofmodpart relation 34/46 74%
Precision for topicalized verb-attached PPs 25/35 71%
Table 6: Available results for relations traditionally considered to involve LDDs
Comparing these results to Lin (1998) and Preiss (2003) as far as is possible shows that the performance of
the parser is state-of-the-art (see table 4). Carroll, Minnen, and Briscoe (2003) have evaluated their own parser
(RASP) using this evaluation scheme. Their reported performance is compared to the Pro3Gres in table 5. We
have used a simple post-processor to recover chunk-internal relations and do an argument/adjunct distinction
for PPs. It appears that Pro3Gres performs better on chunk-external, RASP better on chunk-internal relations.
The new local relations corresponding to LDDs in the Penn Treebank have been selectively evaluated as
far as the annotations permit, shown in table 6. For NP traces and NP PRO, the annotation does not directly
provide all the necessary data. Passivity is not currently expressed in the predicate-argument parser output,
thus only recall values can be delivered. Since Carroll, Minnen, and Briscoe (2003)’s annotation does not
directly express control, reduced relative clauses or the dependency direction, only reliable precision values
are available in those cases. As for gerunds, neither Carroll nor the parser output retains tagging information,
which makes a selective evaluation of them impossible. The fact that performance for the new local relations
corresponding to LDDs is not generally lower than in the dependencies corresponding to local constituency,
although they correspond to a sequence of decisions in a traditional statistical parser, indicates that our LDD
approach improves parsing performance. Absolute values are given due to the low counts of these relatively
rare relations.
Table 7 shows that about half of the PP-attachment errors are real attachment errors. The second most
frequent error is deficient tagging or chunking – the price to pay for shallowness.
Error Classification of PP-Attachment Errors of the first 100 evaluation corpus sentences
Attachment Head Extraction Chunking or compl/prep Grammar Mistake Grammar
Error Error Tagging Error Error or incomplete Parse Assumption
Noun-PP Attachment Precision
22 1 8 0 3 3
Verb-PP Attachment Precision
12 1 5 1 1 2
Noun-PP Attachment Recall
25 1 14 0 12 5
Verb-PP Attachment Recall (on PP arguments only)
2 0 1 0 0 0
Percentages
51% 3% 24% 1% 13% 12%
Table 7: Analysis of PP-Attachment Errors
5 Conclusions
We have presented a fast, lexicalized broad-coverage parser delivering simple f-structures as output. An evalu-
ation at the grammatical relation level shows that its performance is state-of-the-art.
We have shown that the parser stays as shallow as is possible for each task, combining shallow and deep-
linguistic methods by integrating chunking and by expressing long-distance dependencies in a mostly context-
free way, thus offering on the one hand a parsing complexity as low as for a probabilistic parser, but on the
other hand a deep-lingusitic analysis as with a type of formal grammars.
We have discussed that the vast majority of long-distance dependencies can be modelled locally in a func-
tional representation. We have discussed the nature of the remaining truly context-sensitive cases, namely mild
context-sensitivity as recursion over syntactic structures in TAG or equivalently, but representationally minimal,
recursion over f-structures in LFG or DG. Unlike in TAG elementary trees, movement is obviated.
Following these theoretical considerations, the LFG suggestion by Frank (2003), as well as our broad-
coverage evidence (Schneider, Dowdall, and Rinaldi, 2004; Rinaldi et al., 2004a; Rinaldi et al., 2004b; Weeds
et al., 2005), we suggest that c-structures or other configurational “surface” representations may be obviated for
the syntactic analysis of natural language. By reducing grammar complexity (Frank, 2002; Frank, 2004), by
reducing parsing complexity to mostly context-free parsing and finite-state based chunking (Schneider, 2003;
Schneider, 2004), by bridging the gap between language engineering and formal grammar (Kaplan et al., 2004)
and by aiming for a representationally minimal theory (Jurafsky, 1996) we conclude that chunks and dependen-
cies (Abney, 1995; Frank, 2003) may be sufficient for a formal grammar theory.
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